
   

 

July 3rd, 2016 

9th Race 

Practice 1:       Friday/4 AM 
Practice 2:      Friday/8 AM 
Practice 3:      Saturday/5 AM 
Qualifying:    Saturday/8 AM 
Race:               Sunday/8AM 

Austrian GP 

“If you’re not first, you’re 
last”  

– Ricky Bobby’s 
Dad 

 

Official Outcome - Baku 

 
Mr.Petronas | Vettel |Jumping Bean | Raikkonen | OdiousLewis| Bottas | PrettyRicky|MadMax|Hulkenberg| Troll    
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Good Job Baku! And good job to those 
who made the savvy picks and came out 
on top after the wild race in Azerbaijan. 
It was not an easy race to predict. 
Hamilton’s dominance in free practice 
was misleading, given his big shunt in 
qualifying round 3. As it was a new 
track, there was no historical data to 
analyze either. Would the Mercedes 
power unit be dominant, or would a 
balanced chassis be key? The collective 
ignorance was on high display as the 
seven real teams (excluding PIT ROAD 
HOOLIGANS) got exactly zero of their 
top 5 picks correct. The Baku Grand 
Prix scores were much lower than the 
teams were hoping for a race midway 
through the season. Although the scores 
were down across the board, there 
were still winners and losers. Let’s get 
to the results. 
 
 
 
Key Corners 

• All eight teams put Odious 
Lewis in P1 and on pole 
(wrong) 

• The top six teams put Mr. 
Petronas in P2 (wrong) 

• The top six teams put Vettel in 
P3 (wrong) 

• The seventh team had it even 
worse (Pretty Ricky in P2 and 
Mr. Petronas in P3) 

• The top six teams gave Odious 
Lewis the fastest lap (wrong) 

• Despite the lower scores, the 
teams are starting to dial it in, 
with most teams scoring at 
least some points on most of 
their picks 

• Mercedes power took P1, P3, 
P5, P6, P9 and P10 

• Ferrari power took P2 and P4 
• Renault, excuse me, Tag 

Heuer power took P7 and P8 
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Scuderia Drew (45) 
Scuderia Drew’s eyes were stinging 
from champagne after only its second 
podium and first since May 1. They say 
the champagne is extra dry when you 
are on the top step, which was a first 
for this team. As almost everyone did, 
Scuderia Drew notched 5 points for 
Rosberg in P2 and Vettel in P3. It 
stood out for its faith in Perez, putting 
him in P4, which was the highest 
prediction in the league. But Scuderia 
Drew had enough distance between it 
and 2nd place for a free pit stop 
because it scored three direct hits in the 
bottom of the grid, taking 30 of its 45 
points there. 
 
O'Brien Red Bull Audi (36) 
While O’Brien Red Bull Audi was 
never a real threat for the top step, it 
was never challenged from behind 
either. O’BRBA’s race was especially 
notable because it had only two 
complete misses, one of which 
(Hamilton at P1) everyone had. It also 
seemed to slot the constructors pretty 
accurately, with Mercedes in 1, with 
the Williams and Force India cars 
making strong showings as well. 
Getting Massa correct at P10 was 
especially important to keep O’Brien 
Red Bull Audi ahead of its pursuers. 
 
Sauber Alfa Romeo (28) 
Sauber Alfa Romeo led a mid-field pack 
that was so tightly bunched that the 
analysts were marveling at the lack of 
safety car deployments. But a lead, 
however small, is a lead and Sauber 
Alfa Romeo took the last step on the 
podium. Sauber matched O’BRBA’s 
consistency with only two misses, but 
didn’t have Massa at P10 or any other 
direct hits, for that matter. 
 
Schweizer F1 (27) 
Achingly close to the podium, 
Schweizer F1 is probably just happy 
that it’s out of the basement this week. 
Schweizer’s race was lacking in 
consistency, but correctly slotting 
Verstappen at P8 was a critical win. 
Schweizer had high hopes for Williams 
in Baku, but little faith in Force India. 
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Instead, it put Haas in P9 (?!?) and Alonso 
in P10, of which the latter pick was shared 
by several teams. 

Tonka BMW (26) 
Tonka BMW was the only team besides 
Scuderia Drew to have Perez in the top 5. 
While it was fairly consistent with only 3 
misses, most of the picks were too far off 
for the points to really rack up. When 
Kimi heard that Tonka BMW put him in 
P8 while putting Vettel in P3, his radio 
transmission had to be bleeped out for an 
extended period of time. 
 
FO Racing (25)  
FO Racing had even higher hopes for 
Grosjean and Alonso than Schweizer F1 
did. Those hopes were unfounded. FO 
Racing collected 5 positional guesses that 
were each one spot off. Of particular 
note, it thought that the Red Bulls would 
be real contenders on the Baku circuit, 
putting them at P4 and P6. Apparently 
FO Racing thought Red Bull received a 
copy of this newsletter. If they had, they 
wouldn’t have two-stopped and might 
have done better. 
 
JBone (13) 
Thirteen points is not good. For the 
second race in a row, JBone put Ricciardo 
in P2. For the second race in a row, this 
resulted in a costly knock-on effect as 
JBone lost out on 6 points for Rosberg 
and Vettel. Even further down the grid, it 
only had two other positions scoring any 
points at all. In what was one of the only 
rays of light, JBone was the sole team to 
not give Hamilton the fastest lap and 
instead correctly predicted Rosberg. 
JBone’s racing pedigree is too strong for 
this type of result to fester. Look for a 
bounce-back in Austria. 
 
Pit Road Hooligans (12) 
Again, the early season pick of Vettel in 
P2 handed PRH some much needed 
points. No, Alonso did not come in P7. 
Again. PIT ROAD HOOLIGANS 
continues to slide and it’s rumored that 
the team is having financial difficulties that 
are impeding its ability to access the 
Internet once a fortnight and update its 
picks. 

Rewind with rob 



  

• Ferrari insist that 36-year-old 
Kimi Raikkonen still has 
enough time to earn himself a 
new contract with good 
performances over the rest of 
this season. 

• Mercedes are inching closer 
to agreeing on a contract 
extension with Nico Rosberg. 

• Red Bull have announced 
they will no longer develop 
their aeroscreen, seen at the 
Russian Grand Prix earlier 
this season, leaving the sport 
to introduce the "ugly" halo 
design. 

• Baku organizers are not keen 
to turn the Azerbaijan event 
into a night race, despite the 
wishes of Bernie Ecclestone. 

• Ferrari technical director 
James Allison says his team's 
early work under the 2017 
regulations is already 
producing a better-looking 
car for next season. 

• Three races could be 
removed from the calendar in 
the 2017 season including 
two in Europe, according to 
Bernie Ecclestone. 

Charlie�s Chatter If these tracks could talk  

The Austrian Grand Prix, my home race.  Jet setting around the world has its 
perks, champagne flowing and road trips with the lads but coming back to the 
mountains of the Red Bull Ring never gets old.  Yeah, the race is hours from 
any major city, but that is the allure of the Austrian GP.  It provides a rock 
concert vibe where anything goes, and you wash down your wiener schnitzel 
with the best energy drink on the market for breakfast, lunch and 
dinner.  Think Sound of Music with better looking chicks, fewer Nazis, and 
cars that go super fast.  That is the Austrian Grand Prix. 

Could a Red Bull driver actually win at our home track?  This may be our only 
hope to keep the young meat mountain driver, Daniel Ricciardo, on team Red 
Bull.  This is a guy whose smile launched a thousand ships, and I will be 
damned if Ferrari steals him away.  A Red bull win over those tight pants 
wearing Italians would be the perfect way to convince Daniel to stay at the 
team that made him.  Red bull plucked him from Australian obscurity.  He was 
still wetting the bed over in Perth when Christian Horner found him.  He 
better remember who made him. 

Let's look at the history though.  Has Red Bull done well at the their home 
track over the past 2 years?  No, not at all.  These races have been dominated 
by the most recognizable Kraut (which I can say since I have 25% German 
heritage).  Only thing worse than seeing a Lewis Hamilton victory this 
weekend would be another Nico win. 

Two years at the Red Bull Ring and two victories for Nico.  That dandy Lewis 
has finished second both years, with the Merc powered Williams chassis 
finishing in the top 5.  We should all be rooting for an opening lap crash to 
make this thing interesting.   

 



 

There are numerous ways to describe Lewis Hamilton. F1 driver, world champion, more famous than John Legend, and 
Mr. Petronas to name a few. You can no longer describe him as Nicole Scherzinger's boo, however, as the glamorous 
couple has broken up after a seven year relationship. The gossip magazines 
speculate that Nicole knew Lewis had no plans to marry her and has decided to 
move on despite being madly in love. The Pussycat Dolls’ lead singer and F1 
driver maintain they are split even though they were seen clubbing together and 
Lewis continues to post cryptic social media posts such as, "I miss my favourite 
girl Nicole the Tiger.” It looks like Hamilton named his adopted tiger after his 
long time fling. 
  
 
As any good F1 driver would do, Hamilton seems to have capitalized on his new 
bachelor lifestyle. When pressed on whether or not he has been dating, Lewis 
replied, “I’m single. I’m not attached to anyone. I’m a free spirit so I’m just 
going in with no plans to settle down any time soon. I’m going to focus on my 
career. I’m enjoying my music.” Nevertheless, Hamilton has been linked to a 
number of eligible babes including Kendall Jenner, Justin Bieber, and Hailey 
Baldwin. The most substantive rumors include Rihanna. Hamilton has denied dating “Ri” although the two were spotted 
flirting at the annual Crop Over Festival in Barbados. The one thing that is clear is that Hamilton has spent the majority 
of his free time rubbing shoulders with celebrities. There is chatter in the paddock that Hamilton is ‘distracted’ and his 
lifestyle is costing him points in the world championship. One former driver, John Watson, sees potential parallels 
between the decline of James Hunt and the current struggles of Lewis Hamilton. 
 
 

Wag of the week 



 

The past three races have been won with one-stop strategies. First it was Hamilton’s gutsy call in Monaco to go from Wets 
to Ultras. Then it was Ferrari’s decision to two-stop its way out of P1 in Canada that handed the race to Hamilton. Last 
race Rosberg won with one stop and Vettel had to reject Ferrari’s order to two-stop and passed Ricciardo who was called 
in for two stops.  
 
In 2015, the Austrian Grand Prix was won with a one-stop 
strategy. It’s a 71 lap race and Ricciardo was able to do 50 laps 
on Softs (although he did say it got sketchy at the end) and the 
front runners did about 35 laps on a set of used SS. So there is 
plenty of rubber available for a one-stop strategy. Furthermore, 
it’s a short course at only 4.3 kilometers, which means that the 
cars will be bunched up and there will be more lap traffic. Lap 
traffic makes track position more important and pit stops more 
costly. So we’ll see another one-stop race this weekend, right? 
Not so fast.  
 
First, there is a new compound at the 2016 race -- UltraSoft. 
Pirelli has nominated Soft and SS as the race compounds (one of 
which must be used in the race) and the Ultras are new as the 
qualifying tyre. Although the Ultras held up well in Monaco and 
Canada, they probably have the highest degradation rate of any 
tyre. The teams have loaded up on Ultras so we’ll see if the 
heavy use of the softest tyre necessitates an additional stop. 
 
Second, the weather is unsettled. The forecast calls for scattered 
showers on race day. If conditions change during the race, look 
for cars to dive into the pits for the optimal tyre, increasing the 
total number of stops. 
 
Third, although we haven’t seen a lot of them lately, the chance 
of a safety car is fairly high (60 to 70%). When there are safety 
cars, there are more pit stops because a stop “costs” less time. 
 
Fourth, and perhaps most importantly, the Red Bull Ring was resurfaced after last year’s race. Based on preliminary 
reports from the F3 race, the new surface is significantly tougher on tyres. If this holds true in the F1 race, it could mean 
the tyre degradation data from 2015 is irrelevant. We’ll get a peek at how the new surface wears tyres if the teams are able 
to run any dry laps in free practice (again, more call for showers). 
 
As mentioned above, the teams have loaded up on the Ultras. Of the 13 sets allowed, most teams have taken 7, 8 or 9 sets 
of Ultras. Most have taken only 1 or 2 sets of Softs and filled out the remaining 3, 4, or 5 sets with SS. Of particular note, 
once again Mercedes has split its strategy, with Rosberg taking two sets of Softs and Hamilton only one. Ferrari and 
Renault have gone most aggressive with 9 Ultras. We saw Hamilton destroy all of his Ultras through lockups in FP and 
qualifying last race (he was allowed to mix and match tyres to create a clean set). So it could be valuable to have extras 
here. Force India have taken a conservative route by bringing three sets of Softs. We’ve heard Perez talk about how tough 
the Force India chassis is on tyres (even though he is famous for looking after them), so this selection could be a response to 
that problem. 
 
Will the tyre strategies be mixed up for the first time in a while by some or all of the factors listed above? We’ll see when 
the lights go out in Austria. 

Tyre me out 



  

 

 
 

 

Circuit City  


